Metal-Organic Frameworks Incorporating Various Alkoxy Pendant Groups: Hollow Tubular Morphologies, X-ray Single-Crystal Structures, and Selective Carbon Dioxide Adsorption Properties.
Eight porous metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) incorporating various alkoxy pendant groups (-OC(n)H(2n+1); n=1-8) in the channels have been synthesized. All MOFs have macrosized, hollow, single-crystal morphologies independent of the type of alkoxy pendant groups. The X-ray single-crystal structures indicate that the MOFs have doubly interpenetrated 3D frameworks that generate clover-shaped 1D channels, the window sizes of which reduce as the length of the alkoxy pendant groups increases from -OCH3 to -OC8H17. The hollow axes of the tubular crystals are parallel to the 1D channels of the MOFs, which suggests that the hollow crystal is grown by the unidirectional addition of pillar ligands to the 2D network. Among the activated MOFs, only the MOFs with methoxy and ethoxy pendant groups show selective CO2 adsorption over N2 and CH4, whereas those with longer alkoxy pendant groups barely adsorb CO2 at room temperature, which implies that the pendant doors of the MOFs should have an appropriate length for selective CO2 capture.